DATA COLLECTION FOR:
Interfacing to Famous
PCA Recommendations
Work Orders
Invoicing
Use Reporting
Export Documentation
Global GAP
Spray History
Traceability
Employee Safety - Exposure
Inventory Tracking
Cost Accounting
DOT Manifests
Purchasing
Harvesting
Yield Estimates
Budgeting
Planting
Irrigation
Scheduling
Spanish Reports
Worker Protection Standard
Pilot Commissions
Retail Sales & Commissions

Software Development
Since 1984 with
Thousands of Prosperous
Customers
Orange Enterprises, Inc., operating from
Fresno, California provides software
solutions for all facets of Agribusiness. Over
the years, Orange Enterprises, Inc. has
accumulated high levels of expertise in
developing software for management
companies, growers, pest control
advisors, applicators, retailers,
agribusinesses, food companies,
shippers and packers and others.

TIGER and POCKET
JILL
For Agriculture
Management and
Compliance

Orange Enterprises, Inc. is very sensitive and
responsive to the customer’s needs. We hold
frequent seminars and are constantly
receiving input from our customers.
Whenever possible those suggestions and
needs are implemented into the program and
released in the form of updates on the
internet.
Utilizing Today’s Technology
GPS/GSM/GPRS/ 3G / 4G / CDMA
RFID *Barcodes
Bluetooth

Orange Enterprises, Inc.
2377 W Shaw Ave, Suite 205
Fresno, CA 93711
Phone: (800) 656-7264
Fax: (559) 229-9348

www.TigerJill.com

Tracking Costs

With one simple entry process in Tiger and Pocket JILL you can do it all!
Tiger and Pocket Jill keeps you in compliance with county, state and federal reporting and record keeping requirements. Since they
are modular programs the user can tailor the software to their needs. You purchase only the modules you need.


GPS, RFID and Bar Code technology is
incorporated



A complete database of materials, active ingredients,
crops, pests, etc.



Compliance with Global GAP





Yield estimates based on measurement logs
recorded on all crops



A Material Mix is a record of several materials that are
applied in the same tank mix. The Material Mix module
will assist in quicker input, for better blending of fertilizers
or chemicals, to optimize nutrients, elements and active
ingredients.

A complete database of materials, active



Recommendation Expert allows
users to draw information from
the database history



Traceability reports track crops
from seed to packing and/or
shipping complete with lot
numbers



Record and track
measurements like soil analysis,
crop condition,



On screen Material Ingredient
accumulation analysis –
material rates can be defined by
quantity of active ingredient
needed per application



TIGER and Pocket Jill provides
you with the most sophisticated
unit conversion system
available in the software
industry today.



TIGER and Pocket Jill, through
the definition of preferences,
allows the user to adapt the
system to their needs not the
other way around.

Take your records into the field and via
wireless connection stay in touch with the
office in Real Time.
Pocket Jill runs on handheld devices that use
Windows for Pocket PC. The data is entered in the
field and then synchronized with the TIGER Jill
program on your desktop (or laptop) computer.
The data can include pesticide application, soil,
crop, cultural activity, GPS, trap counts, irrigation
events, harvests, equipment usage, employee hours

and other variables via the
handheld device.
Connectivity is an alternative
way of getting data into or out of
TIGER JILL and is on the cutting
edge technology for speed,
portability and industry standards.
TIGER JILL can facilitate the
exchange of data between users,
and allow the import or export of
data from one TIGER JILL user to
another, to a TIGER JILL Server,
to government agencies and to
accounting software (like
QuickBooks or Famous.) Using
wireless network, laptops out in
the fields have quick access to the
Server’s database in the main
office. Tracking inventory from
multiple locations is simplified
with connectivity. One person
inputs all purchase records into
one database and then imports the
applications (reduction of
inventory) from all the TIGER
JILL users in the fields.

